A powerful finance solution designed for
school administrations
Stay in control of your financial processes with an all-in-one financial
management solution that addresses the needs of modern education.
Maximize visibility, empower reporting, and make informed decisions
with a solution that ensures data accuracy across essential systems.

A financial management system built to
address modern education’s unique needs
Every year, modern education is being asked to do more with less.
Individual schools and boards rely on their finance departments to ensure
they stay on budget, maintain compliance for financial transactions, and
identify potential cost savings.
We understand the financial processes you rely on and why you rely on
them. Our platform was inspired by school boards to overcome sectorspecific roadblocks in financial management. Transform the way you
allocate, track, and transfer funds with a powerful finance solution.
Edsembli | FIN gives schools and boards all the functionality they need
to streamline critical financial processes, including requisitions, purchase
orders, inventory management, expense reports, Ministry reporting, and
more through an all-in-one platform that leverages cloud technology,
automation, and an intuitive interface.
Revamp your budgeting process. Our financial management solution
was designed to ensure seamless communication between schools and
boards and keep you fully and effortlessly compliant with changing
regulatory requirements.
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FIN Highlights

100% Cloud Solution

Integrated with HRP
and SIS

Enhanced Reporting
(Micro/Macro)

Access High-Quality
Support

Collaborate With the
Edsembli Community

We’ve built a tool that empowers modern
education’s finance departments

Ensure seamless communication between
essential systems and schools

Streamline your requisition to cheque process
management

Eliminate the need for multiple third-party
integrations with an all-in-one financial management
platform that enhances data connectivity across key
departments, maximizing visibility and improving
operational efficiency across multiple locations.

Simplify vendor management and purchase orders with
built-in requisition to cheque process management.
Effortlessly create purchase orders, receive approval,
and issue payments with Edsembli | FIN.

Take advantage of built-in
reporting functionality

Maintain better control with
role-based access controls

Generate advanced reports while maintaining
high-level data security across individual schools
and boards. Rely on a dynamic cloud-based model
that keeps you fully and effortlessly compliant with
changing regulatory requirements.

Maximize visibility through every step of critical
financial processes. Eliminate auditing issues ahead
of time with a visible audit trail, granular role-based
access control, and real-time notifications for
authorizations.

Rely on a trusted community of
schools and boards

Unlock operational efficiency
with automation

Focus on delivering an enhanced learning experience
by engaging with a community of education experts.
We rely on schools, boards, and industry thought
leaders to keep our platform up-to-date with the
ever-evolving needs of modern education.

Save time, cut costs, and reduce administrative burden
by eliminating manual processes wherever possible.
Automate approval workflows, complex reporting, and
more with a powerful tool that learns on the go.

Edsembli Ecosystem

Strengthen your financial decision making with Edsembli | FIN
Book your demo with an Edsembli education specialist today.
Schedule Demo
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